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This research examines how cognitive scripts shape the evaluation of service encounters. Based on an updated conceptualization of

the script concept, script-based norms are theorized to be cognitively constructed from extant script knowledge to act as standards of

comparison that shape evaluations. Findings from a two-stage experiment confirm that experienced consumers draw heavily on script-

based norms to comparatively evaluate service transactions, and that these norms are consistent with the nature of script knowledge

both as conceptualized and as elicited prior to consumption. The findings offer to challenge and enrich current models of consumer

satisfaction and reactions to service experiences.
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Nature and Function of Scripts in the Evaluation of Service Experiences
Mark P. Healey, University of Leeds, Leeds, UK

Abstract
This research examines how cognitive scripts shape the evaluation of service encounters. Based on an updated conceptualization of

the script concept, script-based norms are theorized to be cognitively constructed from extant script knowledge to act as standards of
comparison that shape evaluations. Findings from a two-stage experiment confirm that experienced consumers draw heavily on script-
based norms to comparatively evaluate service transactions, and that these norms are consistent with the nature of script knowledge both
as conceptualized and as elicited prior to consumption. The findings offer to challenge and enrich current models of consumer satisfaction
and reactions to service experiences.

The Effect of Promotion Framing on the Evaluation of Price Bundling
Nai-Chi Yeh, National Chengchi University, Taiwan
Lien-Ti Bei, National Chengchi University, Taiwan

Different promotional frames affect consumer price perceptions and internal reference prices (IRP) differently (Urbany, Bearden,
and Weilbaker 1988; Lichtenstein, Burton, and Karson 1991). Similarly, when products are bundled, consumers are sensitive to the
framing of price information (Yadav and Monroe 1993; Janiszewski and Cunha 2004). Whether the bundle consists of similar or different
products, previous research has shown that consumer perceptions of products are influenced by different promotional frames (Sinha and
Smith 2000; Janiszewski and Cunha 2004).

Although many studies have investigated how consumers perceive and evaluate bundle offers under various price frames, no research
has targeted how the IRP shifts and mental accounts vary under price discount frames. Thus, the first purpose of this research is to examine
consumer IRP under different promotional frames. Promotional frames may also affect the components of the bundle differently, a topic
that has also been neglected in the research literature. Thus, the second purpose of this study is to elucidate the effects of promotional frames
on the IRP of the focal versus tie-in products. The third purpose of the study is to observe the variation in IRP when bundles of similar
or different products affect consumer perceptions.

In this article, three different types of popular promotional frames are used: “buy one, get one free,” “buy one and get the second for
only $1 (equals to 3 cents in US dollars),” and “buy two, get 50% off.” The bundles have similar monetary values and are analyzed and
discussed based on mental accounting theory (Thaler, 1985), in order to explain how consumers perceive these three frames. First, in the
“buy one, get one free” situation, consumers open two “mental accounts”: one is coded with a gain in the focal product’s value, and the
other is coded with the extra gain of the free product. It is not likely that the free product will be used to correct value of focal one for the
consumer (Campbell and Diamond, 1990). Thus, IRP increases to match the advertised selling price in this situation.

The second frame, “buy one and get the second for only $1,” may also make consumers open two mental accounts, one maintaining
a gain via receiving value for the focal product and the other holding a gain by virtue of paying a nominal amount of money. However,
the tie-in product is so cheap that consumers may regard this product as essentially free. Therefore, when consumers regard the second
product as a free gift, the IRP also rise as a result of the advertised selling price.

Finally, the third promotion, namely, “buy two, get 50% off” inherently implies a purchase precondition to purchase two units to
receive the reduced price (Sinha and Smith, 2000). Although consumers may also receive a gain of value for the focal product of this
purchase, the precondition of purchasing a second product to reduce the price also reduces the consumer’s perceived gain. Thus, consumers
are likely to open one mental account, wherein they code one gain in the focal product’s value with a small loss of payment for the tie-
in product. Consequently, the advertised selling price is probably split to decrease the IRP.

Two studies were conducted using 3 (promotional frames) between-subjects experimental design. In study 1, 146 undergraduate
students were randomly assigned to one of three conditions. We simulated shopping situations experimentally, and then let the consumers
use real money (NT$100) to purchase scarves (priced at NT$99), which as also served as their “thank you” for participation in a study


